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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to provide information and seek approval for the 
tendering arrangements for the capital programmes for the replacement of kitchens 
and bathrooms in houses which are to commence in year 2006. 

BACKGROUND 

As previously reported to Committee, contracts have been accepted for kitchen 
replacement and these works are progressing. The total approved tender value of 
these contracts will reach their financial limit during year 2006/07. By September 2006, 
approximately 3,000 new kitchens will have been fitted with the exclusion of 
bathrooms. 

The current position is that new contracts require to be obtained for the future kitchen 
and bathroom replacement programmes. In the report approved by Committee in 
August 2003, the kitchen replacement contract was to be commenced in year 2004105 
and the bathroom replacement contract was to be commenced in year 2006/07. 

Taking account of the scale of the proposed kitchen and bathroom renewal 
programmes as detailed within the Scottish Housing Quality Standards (SHQS) 
submission as approved by Committee in April 2005, prior information notices have 
been placed in the European Journal seeking interest from contractors for the 
undernoted:- 

1. 
2. 
3. 

The installation of kitchens in lots over a five year period. 
The installation of bathrooms in lots over a five year period. 
The installation of kitchens and bathrooms in lots over a five year period. 

PROPOSALS/CONSIDERATION 

Taking account of the SHQS submission, funding has not been identified to undertake 
the Kitchen Replacement and Bathroom Renewal Programmes simultaneously to 
individual houses. Accordingly, the Kitchen Replacement and Bathroom Renewal 
Programmes will be independent of each other. 
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It is proposed to secure long term contractual arrangements for a five year period to 
procure these works at a total estimated cost of f72M. Taking account of the scale of 
the proposals, the E.U. Procurement rules will apply and it will now be necessary to 
issue the appropriate contract notices, seeking interest from contractors for the 
following :- 

Implementation of a Separate Kitchen and Bathroom Renewal Programme 

1. Contractors to install kitchens in lots over a five year period (estimated 
maximum value of f49M). 

2. Contractors to install bathrooms in lots over a five year period (estimated 
maximum value of f23M). 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Committee note the terms of the report and approve the proposal contained 
within 3.2 of the Report, with the processing of the contract notifications in accordance 
with the E.U. procurement rules. 

$p8 
Director of Housing and Property Services 
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